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Sadly, in this issue, we are saying farewell to Ms Frame and Mr Hanson. They have
written farewell messages inside.

A Royal Visitor
HRH The Princess Royal visited
Walworth Academy on a Thursday in
the middle of October. She visited a
science lesson and an orchestra
rehearsal and met a number of staff
members, including eight long-serving
members of staff who between them
have served the school for a total of
155 years. She also heard about the
Restorative Justice initiative in the
academy.
As part of her visit the Princess Royal
opened the academy’s Peace Garden,
which is a memorial to former pupil
David Idowu. We were pleased that
Grace Idowu, David’s mother, was
there to witness the ceremony.
Commenting after the visit,

Mr Hanson said: “It was an honour to
welcome Her Royal Highness The
Princess Royal to Walworth Academy
and to have her open the Memorial
Garden. Staff and students very much
enjoyed meeting her and we were
delighted to be able to show her a
range of the academic and extracurricular activities on offer at the
academy.”

A farewell from the Principal
There are many things I would to say to pupils and parents as I move on to my next
post, but in this short space I can only summarise.
First, thank you. Thank you for the many expressions of good wishes that you have
given me over the last few days. Thank you also for the support that you have given
me and the staff over the years. Pupils: thank you for your enthusiasm and energy,
your contributions to the life of the Academy, your commitment to being the best you
can be. Parents: thank you for the support you have given to us as we work with
your sons and daughters.
I also want to say to you how proud you have made me. Being the first principal of
Walworth Academy has been extremely hard work, but extremely rewarding.
Together we have built an Academy that is the envy of many in the land, and beyond. I
know that I leave behind me a school with the right structures and ethos, the right
people in place to take it forward to the next stage. I shall always have the best
interests of Walworth at heart, but I am confident for your future.
In my time here at Walworth, our community has also seen its full measure of pain. I
suffered with you when we heard of Junior Nkwelle’s so sad death. My mind also
went back to the time when we were dealing with David Idowu’s death. It is at times
like those that we really see the power of our community to overcome the worst
that life can throw at us. We were very privileged to have Princess Anne open the
Peace Garden in David’s memory a few weeks ago, and are grateful to those
occasions when leaders in our country show such interest in what we are doing here.
But last, simply farewell: I hope and pray that things go well for you and your families
and that by your continued hard work and commitment our young people will be
able to fulfil the immense potential in each
one of them.
With my prayers and very best wishes to
you all,
Devon Hanson
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A farewell from Ms Frame
After more than 12 years I am finally saying good bye to my Walworth
family. I am incredibly proud to have been part of the team that has made
Walworth Academy such a successful school and I am going to miss
everyone terribly. My proudest years have been being the Head of Chaplin
and watching my students develop both academically and pastorally.
I am leaving to become the Principal of a new ARK academy called ARK All
Saints which is in Camberwell so I am pleased to be staying in Southwark
and nearby to Walworth.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank my Chaplin team for all that they
do on a day-to-day basis, to make sure that all students can achieve and are
academically successful. I want to thank parents and carers for working
with us so closely and for all of your support – we couldn’t do this without
you! Finally I want to thank the wonderful Chaplin students for aspiring to
be the best that they can be!
My leaving has been made easier for me knowing that in the interim I
am leaving Chaplin in the capable hands of Mr Channer. I know he is
looking forward to working with you and I am sure you will join me in
wishing him well.
With regards
Lucy Frame
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Year 10 students in Devon
In early November, ten Year 10 students from develop team work and leadership skills in a
the Building Lives group, accompanied by two new environment. All the students had a great
staff, spent a weekend at the Skern Lodge time and benefited hugely.
Activity Centre in Devon. They undertook
some challenging and exciting activities. The
picture, for example, shows Kevin Mack,
Hassan Osei-Tutu, Jack Linihan and Tajudeen
Adegbite relaxing at Hartland Point in Devon
having just completed an abseil.
The Building Lives group is a group of Year 10
students who spend two days a week off-site
learning construction skills and three days a
week in school completing GCSEs in English,
maths, science and art. They spend all their
time together! The weekend was designed to

La fiesta española
Thirteen KS3 students who all sat their GCSE
Spanish gathered in Miss Bangui’s classroom to
celebrate their successes and hard work.
The atmosphere was very relaxed with Spanish
music, food and drinks and all conversations were
held in Spanish.
The event was very successful and they want to
repeat it on a regular basis. They all said “lo pasé
muy bien y tenemos que hacerlo de nuevo”.

Year 11 sample the local culinary
delights of Whitstable
In September, GCSE Geography students visited
the seaside town of Whitstable, Kent, as part of
their fieldwork studies. As well as carrying out
traffic counts, land use surveys and field sketching,
students were invited to sample the local oysters by
a fisherman working in the harbour.
Although hesitant at first, many students enjoyed
their first experience of a raw oyster!
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Scary Stories
Last term we saw an explosion of pupil writing with
over thirty-five entries from across the academy for
our 'Scary Story Competition'.
The standard was high and the judging panel was
faced with a tough decision but finally awarded first
prize to the truly terrifying "Great Oak" by
Abdirahman Aden in Year 11. Second and third
prizes went to Kemi Alake in Year 10 and Darrieal
Ramku in Year 9 Babbage.

Parent Volunteers
We also welcomed our first group of Parent
Volunteer Readers to the library. These parents
have generously donated one hour a week to
support some of our pupils with one to one reading
during their library lessons.

This could develop into a vital resource and be of
great benefit to our pupils. If anyone is interested in
joining, please contact Miss Obertelli, on
hobertelli@walworthacademy.org

Girls’ Football: WA hosts a Mini-Tournament
A new development in girls’ football took place at
The Walworth team consisted of:
the end of last month. We were visited by two
Niyah Quinland
7B3
local ARK schools, Globe Academy and Evelyn
Saskia Agyemang
7C2
Grace Academy for a three-way tournament of fiveBeatriz Mendes
7C1
a-side football.
Kehinde Akinyemi
7B1
Kaothara Hassan
7B1
This event really did show the truth of the
Amira Yusuf
7B4
importance of enjoying sport – yes, we play to win,
Shedean Plummer
7B4
but if you can not have fun along the way, there is
no point. The whole tournament was played in a
great spirit of friendly rivalry.
Well done, girls - you did us proud !
And the results:

Walworth

Won

Drew

1

1

Evelyn Grace
Globe

1
1

Lost
1
1

At the end, the girls did not want to go home,
Walworth played an extra match against Globe –
which they won 1-0.
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Junior Nkwelle

29th June 1997-27th September 2012
On Saturday 13th October the school
auditorium was packed as staff and students
from both Evelyn Grace and Walworth
Academy came together to remember Junior
Nkwelle whose life was tragically cut short on
September 27th 2012.

nothing was going to stop him from going as far
as he could in the game.
Junior’s father spoke movingly on behalf of the
family about Junior being a wonderful son and a
wonderful brother to his younger sibling Fritz.
Mr Nkwelle thanked everyone for their support
at such a difficult time. This was followed by two
Walworth Academy students presenting a Book
of Condolence to Junior’s mother.
Junior was clearly a special and much loved son,
brother, friend and mentor deserving of all that
was said about him. He was a role model to us
all.
He’ll live on in our hearts and memories
as a truly inspirational young man.

Both staff and students who spoke were full of
praise for Junior’s qualities: his determination to
be ‘the best he could be’ whether in the
classroom or the football pitch; his open and
friendly nature; his modest and respectful
manner; his ability to get on with everyone he
came into contact with; his sense of humour; his
responsible and mature approach to life; his
commitment to his community.
Everyone talked about the positive impact Junior
had on the lives of the many people he came
into contact with. At the time of his passing he
was already a mentor to other young peoplefootball coaching at weekends and using the
money he earned to pay his own football subs.
Junior was passionate about his football and
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WAMA News
WAMA stands for the Walworth Academy
Mathematics Association. Walworth is a
specialist Mathematics Academy, and we aim
not only for the highest exam results that we
can, but also to spread a love of maths and the
idea that it is interesting and fun.
Over the Autumn, we in WAMA have
participated in two important competitions

Year 10 ARK Mathematics Challenge
This year, we hosted all ARK academies for the
Year 10 Maths Challenge. We were very
pleased to welcome Dr Drury, the Director of
Maths for ARK Schools, who introduced the
competition.
The atmosphere was very friendly and
welcoming and all participants enjoyed the
event. WAMA did well: we were runners up,
winning four silver medals. Special
congratulations to Amin Elmourabit, Taniah
Lovell, Ben McCarthy and Ayllin Schoengut.

United Kingdom Mathematics Challenge
(UKMC)
This event was organized by the University of
Leeds and five of our students took part in the
Senior Challenge. All our participants are in
our Year 13, and they all performed well
enough to be awarded Gold Medals. Well
done indeed. Following on from this, they
were entered for the Mathematics Olympiad
Competition. The five participants were: Rejaul
Karim, Faduma Hersi, Joshua Miles, Najib
Uddin, Maksims Karacuns
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The Academic Peer Mentoring Initiative (APMI) is the first of its kind at Walworth Academy. The initiative
brings together Walworth Academy 6th form students from year 12 and 13 with students from year 7 to year
11.
APMI has been designed specifically to provide positive academic influences for younger students at Walworth
Academy who may need a little extra academic attention.
APMI aims to achieve the following for the student:
Improve grades and performance
Improve self esteem and confidence
Improve conduct
Provide support in and out of the classroom through group work, one to one and in-class academic
relationships.
The Academic Peer Mentor (APM) also gains from the relationship and the
experience as it provides an opportunity for the 6th form student to make a
difference to the lives of young people, not only by providing guidance within
school but also by being a reliable and stable part of their learning life at the
academy. It also teaches them the value of commitment and sensitises them to
the needs, experiences and situations of other members of their school
community.

The APMI programme is a work in progress and we are continually looking at new ways of engaging students
in their education.
The Initiative is regularly monitored and reviewed to ensure that all
those involved in the process are happy and that the systems we have in
place are working. We collect feedback from teachers, APMs and the
students who are supported. APMs also meet regularly with APMI
leaders to discuss training needs and ways in which they can achieve
their ASDAN Certificate of Personal Effectiveness. The certificate could
provide students with up to 70 UCAS points towards their university
application. The APMI is just one of the ways in which 6th form students
can gain the qualification.
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‘The APMI programme has given me more motivation and something to do during my free lessons.
It reminds me of what I was like as a child and this helps me to help the students better. I am really
enjoying it.’
Rumana, Academic Peer Mentor
The teachers have found the support provided by the APMs really helpful. They complete a feedback form
and all the feedback thus far has been both constructive and positive.
‘It was great having Adalberto in the lesson. It helps to have taught him at KS3 and knowing about
his progress in school. After introducing him to the class, I allowed the pupils to ask him some
questions in French and to find about him a bit more. It was very positive and they all worked well.
Great support!’
Ms Sanvee, French Teacher

The Launch
The APMI was launched with a social event on the 18th October
2012. Mr Parkinson, APMI Leader, delivered a presentation to
Walworth Academy teaching staff and students. The purpose of
the presentation was to provide an opportunity to learn more
about the initiative and to recruit students who were unsure about
the package.

The event was organised by Miss R Barrow, Mr Holmes-Lewis and
supported by 6th form students enrolled on the programme. The
event was a huge success. Before the launch we had 35 students
enrolled on the initiative. After the event this number had doubled.
We now have in excess of 80 students who are supporting students
and teaching staff across the academy. At the beginning of the
programme the 6th form students supported only the core subjects,
English, maths and science. APM support now extends across nearly
all subject areas.

The support for our students does not stop there. Ms Lintott, 6th Form Deputy Head, has organised
mentoring for the APMs with Shearman & Sterling, a leading international law firm. This corporate
organisation has volunteered more than forty-five staff to support our 6th form students.
The APMI team are working closely with Shearman & Sterling. In the New Year, Bertie Ross, BHR
Consulting & Associates and Mr Parkinson will be providing training for these volunteers and we will be
formally matching Shearman & Sterling mentors with Walworth Academy 6th form APMs in another social
event. It is our hope that the relationships formed between APMs and Shearman & Sterling employees will
flourish. We have no doubts that our students will greatly benefit from the experience.
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Prize Giving 2012 - Roll of Honour
On Thursday 22nd November we held our annual Prize Giving Evening to recognise their excellent work
in all of their different subjects. The prize winners were:

Year 7
Aaliyah Hussain-Snelgrove
Sehal Onen

Rhodaleigh Wilson
Blaine McDonald-Perry

Britney Welsh-Mills
Opeoluwa Adagunodo

Kimberley Ademaj

Jack Burt

Daniel Lewis

Adesayo Adeoye

Alhasan Bunduka

Taylor Franklin

Alice Burton

Tomi Kasali

Alice Burton

Taylor Buttigieg

Guilherme Gomes De Figueiredo

Billy George

Samuel Raifu

Tyler Barnett

Rojhelin Gezer

Saskia Agyemang

Year 8
Serwer Kadir

Afsana Rizai

Alan Lawrence-McCullough

Melis Yigen

Bo Jenkins

Chislon Awuku-Akowuah

Liam Sexton

Kai Gilroy

Sorcha Lawlor-Hassan

Khalid Kerr

Danny O'Donnell

Benis Boateng

Sharell Minto

Gloria Yeboah

Hannah St Luce

Ayesha Addo

Arnoldas Baura

Karlah Brown

Joey Liu

Cedric Antwi

Rhea Amos

Jessica Hall

Tommy Cooc

Reece Wallace

Lotfi Abdellaoui

Lucy Geen

Kehinde Aileru

Arinola Ibraheem

Calvin Wong

Danna Mendez-Borda

Corey Sinon

Duangkamon Srisami

Jennifer Chenh

Javarni McPherson
Ayodeji Ijishakin

Jariatu Kargbo
Danial Abeyat

Joseph Ennor
Chamide Barka

Sydney Howard

Wahdel Mills Woodhouse

Gkioulsoum Barkoglou

Sulaiman Bah

Ayub Ahmed Hagi

Patryk Michalak

Mohamed Mirzaie

Phoebe Carp

Maggie Dang

Nii-Addo Engmann

Bobbie-Joe Warne

Sydni Ancient

Eliezer Santaren-Rosales
Jean Serrano Mendez

Ibrahim Adem
Saleem Arisekola

Nii-Addo Engmann

Year 9

Year 10
Eduarda Genovez Cardoso
Ayllin Schoengut

Taniah Lovell
Jessica Mak

Mohammed Adem
Reece Kirkby

Miracle Ogunbayeje

Mikdhad Miah

Zuliat Akewugberu

Lauren Pallen

Ben McCarthy

Pepectual Ehomah

Jerome Coker

Jennifer Henley

Sheila Jawara

Quadri Solomon

Kenny Lam

Oluwakemi Alake

Karina Page
Idowu Gbolagade

Sofia Boubeker
Emily Fisher-Mantej

Andree Amuni
Maria Matos
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Year 11
Bukunmi Odunaiya

Billy Harkin

Jessie Dang

Kane Allen-Whitter

Muhammed Uddin

Antonijus Marciukatis

Joseph Ajayi

Christian Djeuga Siewe

Sena Chin

Orhan Ismail

Roberth Ortega Salazar

Edith Adu

Joseph Miles

Stephen Adeoye

Alisha Safo

Ayomikun Sodipe

Tarana Akther

Mehmet Tango

Jeneba Josiah

Rosie Almond

Year 12
Anya Simoni

Felicia Mehlig

Rowan Davies

Przha Mahyaddin

Ifeanyi Enebeli

Tommy Howard

Luke Mould

Joseph Adeyemo

Valentina Airueghian

Illyes Boulerouah

Ramla Hagi

Afolabi Roberts

Laween Hawa Rasheed

Year 13
Noah Adeoye

Yiweng Yu

Iliasu Okoosi

Joshua Miles

Rejaul Karim

Qais Ahmed

Nkiru Ike

Carmen Hoang

Najib Uddin

Ozden Eratli

Alfred De Souza

All our prize winners in Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 received a book from the
subject area they were nominated in.
Key Stage 5 prize winners received Amazon gift vouchers.

And now for a thoughtful ending..
Someone once said that schools are unique because
they stay for ever young. Each year a new group of
youngsters joins us and the older ones move on.
The average age of a school never changes.
Individual teachers get older, but the pupils remain
the same age!

learning, teachers teaching, small schools working,
fantastic facilities available for all. It was a great
pleasure to see so many people interested in
coming to our Academy: the general feedback from
the parents and their children shows that they were
bowled over by what they saw. And our current
pupils so much enjoyed showing the visitors round
the school. They are really proud of their academy.

Earlier in the Autumn, we held our Open Day
events, and many hundreds of families came to visit
the academy. Many local families feel they already
The next stage? – Parents have now made their
know us well, but children from seventy different
applications, and have to wait for the allocations to
primary school took the chance to visit and find out schools in March 2013. Fingers crossed!
for themselves. What did they see? – Children
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Farewell to Mr Hanson
By Carol Turner (Reprographics)
A new year is beginning,
A new head for Walworth too,
But oh dear Mr Hanson
Oh, how we will miss you.

You have served your time at Walworth,
And have done so much for us;
You said it’s time to move along
And you don’t want any fuss.

So as the New Year begins
It’s time to start anew,
We wish you all the very best
In everything you do.

With all good wishes to Mr Hanson.
Find us online:

Make the news…….
If you’d like to join the Press Team to assist with
the next Walworth Academy newsletter please
contact Mr Overill.
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